
TEK Instructional Strategies Evidence of Learning Materials and
Resources:

"TODAY the student will
learn/master…"

How will the student demonstrate
that they have mastered the
focused learning of the day?

"I/You will..."

Mon 9/21 Math:

We will determine the length
of an object to the nearest
marked unit using rulers,
yardsticks, meter sticks, or
measuring tapes. 2.9.D

Lesson 16.5 choose a tool.
Introduce measuring tapes and
yardsticks.

I will use tools to measure with
different units.

Reading
Comprehension:

TEKS: Fig 19 Make connections
to own experiences, to ideas in
other texts, and to the larger
community and discuss textual
evidence. 2.16A-C Purposes of
media, techniques of media,
conventions of media.

Brainstorm characteristics of
heroes. Create a circle map with
hero in the middle (add to all week)
Watch the video clip of superman.
Think about what superhero ability
you think is the most important and
why? Critical Writing Prompt: What
superpower is the most important
and why?

I will analyze heroes by
comparing them to other
characters in this text and others,
and my relating the heroes to
personal connections in my
experiences and in my
community. We will observe and
discuss different conventions of
media and analyze purpose and
technique.

 Superman's First
Flight:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=V
lINHSnUx9k&ebc=A
NyPxKoklH5qkQJQ
W3_QiNzE9pRAvgF
mfmI5ffz8qUQi-
LxG8mhSBp6eT42Y
Sl86TgasdZROlXPR
1I50HXAMEqq6dxA
kOG4hHQ

Superman School
Bus Rescue
Video Clip:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
uo23u8Th3A0
Superman Oil Rig
Scene:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
wCPwBcl_dY0

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common syllable
patterns.

Make a tree map for different
types of abbreviations.  Titles
for people, months of year,
places, days  Introudce spelling
words:  Mr. Mrs. Ms. Dr. St.
Rd. Jan. Aug. Tues. Fri. When
students are given the test we
will say, write the abbreviation
for street, road, January etc. 

I will apply the spelling pattern to
spell ten words with common
syllable patterns.

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=3
HIFhXGT5QY

Writing/Grammar TEKS: 2.17 C Revise drafts by
adding and deleting words
phrases or sentences. 2.17 Edit
drafts.

Plan Your Hero.  Costume?
Abilities? Strenghts? Weaknesses?
Critical Writing Prompt: How will
planning your characters before
writing help you write more
interesting characters?

We will write a story with a clear
beginning middle and an end. I
will create a pitch for a VIDEO
GAME idea with myself as the
hero.

Week of March 28 Lesson
Planning Guide

Day and
Time

Units, Chapters,
Concepts…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HIFhXGT5QY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HIFhXGT5QY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HIFhXGT5QY


Science:

We will identify and explain a
problem and propose a task
and solution for the problem.
2.3A

Water Pollution Lab:  Show
students a bucket of clear
water.  Pollute the water by adding
dirt, plastic, foil, paper, dirty can,
oil.  Try to clean the water out. 
Discuss how difficult it is to reverse
water pollution and how important
water is to all living things.  Draw a
line down the middle of a page in
your science journal.  Draw a
picture of the water before and
after pollution.  Write 3 sentences
to show what you learned.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=LEJLLCtPwqw

I will participate in simple
experiments that demonstrate
the importance reduce, reuse,
and recycling the Earth's
resources.  2.3A

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=T
jnNOCbuoCA

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=8
DJ45Yc3urg

Tues 9/22 Math:

We will determine the length
of an object to the nearest
marked unit using rulers,
yardsticks, meter sticks, or
measuring tapes. 2.9.D

Review and Test on module 16 I will use tools to measure with
different units. -base ten blocks

Reading
Comprehension:

TEKS: Fig 19 Make connections
to own experiences, to ideas in
other texts, and to the larger
community and discuss textual
evidence. 2.16A-C Purposes of
media, techniques of media,
conventions of media.

Watch Clip of Incredibles.  Add
traits or heroes to circle map.
Compare to other heroes and real
expereinces.  Connect to iea of
teamwork and how they worked
together using their own unique
strenghts.  Sudents create a comic
strip where two heroes have to
work together to accomplish a goal.
Critical Writing Prompt: What
experiences have you had that are
similar to the Incredibles?

I will analyze heroes by
comparing them to other
characters in this text and others,
and my relating the heroes to
personal connections in my
experiences and in my
community. We will observe and
discuss different conventions of
media and analyze purpose and
technique.

Incredibles Video
Clip Family Suits:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=Z
-Ij7ElJnqM
Incredibles Family
and Frozone vs.
Robot Video Clip:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=_
--m033SEOw

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common syllable
patterns.

Practice work I will apply the spelling pattern to
spell 10 words with common
syllable patterns.

Writing/Grammar TEKS: 2.17 C Revise drafts by
adding and deleting words
phrases or sentences. 2.17 Edit
drafts.

Create Hero Character including
costume and including his strenghts
and abilities into your design.
Critical Writing Prompt: How does
developing and planning the details
of your characters before writing
make your story stronger?

We will write a story with a clear
beginning middle and an end. I
will create a pitch for a VIDEO
GAME idea with myself as the
hero.

Science: We will identify and explain a
problem and propose a task
and solution for the problem.
2.3A

Recylced Paper Paper:  Find a
way to repurpose trash.  Write
in your journal about your
invention and what it does, and
how people can recycle trash
to make your item. 

I will participate in simple
experiments that demonstrate
the importance reduce, reuse,
and recycling the Earth's
resources.  2.3A

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=is
EV-mCFPiY

Wed 9/23 Math:

We will determine the length
of an object to the nearest
marked unit using rulers,
yardsticks, meter sticks, or
measuring tapes. 2.9.D

Lesson 17.1 Measure with a
centimeter ruler

I will use tools to measure with
different units.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjnNOCbuoCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjnNOCbuoCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjnNOCbuoCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DJ45Yc3urg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DJ45Yc3urg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DJ45Yc3urg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isEV-mCFPiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isEV-mCFPiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isEV-mCFPiY


Reading
Comprehension:

TEKS: Fig 19 Make connections
to own experiences, to ideas in
other texts, and to the larger
community and discuss textual
evidence. 2.16A-C Purposes of
media, techniques of media,
conventions of media.

Watch Clip of Rescuers and add
characteristics of heroes to thinking
map.  Discuss heroes comparing to
our own experiences and our
COMMUNITY. Discuss unlikely
heroes in the community.  Students
write and "e-mail" thanking a hero
in the community for their service.
Critical Writing Prompt: How can
you be an unlikely hero?

I will analyze heroes by
comparing them to other
characters in this text and others,
and my relating the heroes to
personal connections in my
experiences and in my
community. We will observe and
discuss different conventions of
media and analyze purpose and
technique.

Rescuers Video
Clip:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=d
dh9Oi9hJxY

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common syllable
patterns.

Play SPARKLE I will apply the spelling pattern to
spell ten words with common
syllable patterns

Writing/Grammar
TEKS: 2.17 C Revise drafts by
adding and deleting words
phrases or sentences. 2.17 Edit
drafts.

Write the backstory, plot and how
to win your video game. Critical
Writing Prompt: How is sequence
important when planning a video
game?

We will write a story with a clear
beginning middle and an end. I
will create a pitch for a VIDEO
GAME idea with myself as the
hero.

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=s
54sLlRNmHc

Science: We will identify and explain a
problem and propose a task
and solution for the problem.
2.3A

Box for Reusing Bags-
demonstrate how to use a
tissue box to make a dispenser
for reusing plastic sacks. 
Students make their own. 
Students write about the
importance of the 3 Rs.

I will participate in simple
experiments that
demonstrate the importance
reduce, reuse, and recycling
the Earth's resources.  2.3A

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=w
1l8HXa3HLk

Thurs
9/24

Math:
We will represent whole
numbers as distances from any
given location on a number
line. 2.9.C

Lesson 17.2 Problem solving
(add and subtract lengths)

I will use tools to measure with
different units.

Reading
Comprehension:

TEKS: Fig 19 Make connections
to own experiences, to ideas in
other texts, and to the larger
community and discuss textual
evidence. 2.16A-C Purposes of
media, techniques of media,
conventions of media.

Watch the clip of 101 Dalmation
rescue and brainstorm people in
your own famly that are heroes to
you.  Partner share.  Students
create a thank you card for
someone in your family detailing
WHY they are a hero. Critical
Writing Prompt: Who in your family
is a hero to you and why?

I will analyze heroes by
comparing them to other
characters in this text and others,
and my relating the heroes to
personal connections in my
experiences and in my
community. We will observe and
discuss different conventions of
media and analyze purpose and
technique.

101 Dalmation
Rescue Clip: Tibbs
Rescuing Puppies 1
and 2 Link:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=t
hxKeRz_UCU   101
Dalmation Rescue
Clip Reunited:
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=H
M7XkXOErzM

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common syllable
patterns.

Use White Boards to practice
writing abbreviations.  Play a
spelling race game

I will apply the spelling pattern to
spell five ten words with common
syllable patterns.

Writing/Grammar TEKS: 2.17 C Revise drafts by
adding and deleting words
phrases or sentences. 2.17 Edit
drafts.

Using a colored pencil, make
revisions to your story.  Add
language that helps to sell your
video game; that persuades your
audience how good your game is.
Critical Writing Prompt: How do the
revisions make your story better?

We will write a story with a clear
beginning middle and an end. I
will create a pitch for a VIDEO
GAME idea with myself as the
hero.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s54sLlRNmHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s54sLlRNmHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s54sLlRNmHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1l8HXa3HLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1l8HXa3HLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1l8HXa3HLk


Science:
We will identify and explain a
problem and propose a task
and solution for the problem.
2.3A

Recycled Art-students use a
variety of recycled materials to
create an art project.

I will participate in simple
experiments that demonstrate
the importance reduce, reuse,
and recycling the Earth's
resources.  2.3A

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=w
1l8HXa3HLk

Fri 9/25 Math:

We will describe the inverse
relationship between the size
of the unit and the number of
units needed to equal the
length of an object. 2.9.B

Lesson 17.3 Centimeters and
Meters

I will use tools to measure with
different units.

Reading
Comprehension:

TEKS: Fig 19 Make connections
to own experiences, to ideas in
other texts, and to the larger
community and discuss textual
evidence. 2.16A-C Purposes of
media, techniques of media,
conventions of media.

Watch the Big Hero 6 clip.  Add
characteristics of "Hero" to hero
thinking map.  Discuss how heroes
in the movies are similar to your
own experiences. Create a double
bubble comparing the hero and the
villain in Big Hero 6. Critical Writing
Prompt: How are heroes and
villains most different?

I will analyze heroes by
comparing them to other
characters in this text and others,
and my relating the heroes to
personal connections in my
experiences and in my
community. We will observe and
discuss different conventions of
media and analyze purpose and
technique.

Big Hero 6 Hero
Clip:

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common syllable
patterns.

Assessment I will apply the spelling pattern to
spell ten words with common
syllable patterns

Writing/Grammar TEKS: 2.17 C Revise drafts by
adding and deleting words
phrases or sentences. 2.17 Edit
drafts.

Publish your story/video game
ideas and pitch it to the class or to a
small group of students.  Critical
Writing Prompt: How did all of our
planning and revising help to make
our story better?

We will write a story with a clear
beginning middle and an end. I
will create a pitch for a VIDEO
GAME idea with myself as the
hero.

Science:
We will identify and explain a
problem and propose a task
and solution for the problem.
2.3A

Oil Spill Project

I will participate in simple
experiments that
demonstrate the importance
reduce, reuse, and recycling
the Earth's resources.  2.3A

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=e
WUIKmxoZ6k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1l8HXa3HLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1l8HXa3HLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1l8HXa3HLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWUIKmxoZ6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWUIKmxoZ6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWUIKmxoZ6k

